286 THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
the geneticist's new world of chromosomes and their compo-
nent genes, introducing subtleties unknown to the simpler
scheme of Mendelian inheritance.
Meanwhile Hermann J, Muller showed that the bombard-
ment of fruit flies with X-rays speeded mutations a hundred-
and-fifty-fold, causing their progeny after a very few genera-
tions to exhibit radically new traits* Later, in 1933, Muller
left his University of Texas laboratory to accept a position
under Soviet patronage in Moscow's Institute of Genetics,
with results ultimately unhappy when he found his research
snared in an orthodoxy as fanatical as Hitler's and as hostile
to free inquiry. On the threshold of this decade Professor
Edward A* Doisy of St. Louis University announced his
isolation of the pure hormone of the ovary (theelin) ; and
when two years later the pure male hormone was isolated in
European laboratories, these joint achievements advanced
knowledge toward the old enigma surrounding the mecha-
nism of sex determination, although its core still defied solu-
tion*
Though private industry, even in the Depression's darkest
season, continued to pour rich subsidies into industrial chem-
istry and other investigations in applied science and engi-
neering, the support given pure science by the great research
foundations dwindled as their incomes melted away. Between
1930 and 1934 foundations for the advancement of science
and learning—possessing capital funds of seven hundred
million dollars—were forced to cut their annual grants by
nearly three quarters. Research supported by state and federal
funds also ran upon the shoals of poverty, only to get afloat
again just before the opening gun of the Second World War
in 1939. Among the few bright gleams in the darkness was
the birth of the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton,
New Jersey, in 1930, with an endowment from the Newark
merchant Louis Bamberger and his sister Mrs. Felix Fuld. A
research institution free from degree-giving routines, it

